
Unit 1/Class 3 -  ABC Dragons K-1 Class 

The target length for this class is one hour.  Young learners are not able to 
maintain focus for extended periods of time and should be limited to 1 hour 
of learning English. 

Class 3 Greetings/Numbers/Alphabet introduction/I words 

# ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION TIME
1 Hello Hello! 

How Are 
You

Play song 1-3 times.  The addition of How Are 
You? and replies such as great or good can be 
highlighted if possible.

5 min

2 Alphabet 
Song

Play song.  Stop at different letters (preferably 
AEIOU) and have the students run out and 
touch the wall letters (or small letters if that’s all 
you have).

5 min

3 Counting 
1-5 Song

Play the song 1-2 times and use the Counting 
1-5 cards to play a game to preview/review 
numbers 1-5, the animals (bear/birds/pigs/
penguins/monkeys and the actions singing and 
dancing.

5 min

4 Counting 
1-5 Game/
Activity

After playing the song and using the cards to 
acquaint the students with the numbers 1-5/the 
animals/ and the actions, this game can be 
played.  Use money and play the game in any 
fashion you want.  It will depend upon their 
levels and their attitude.  The easiest is just 
have them choose a number and give them 
money for doing that.  You can add layers of 
complexity by using the cards and having them 
speak and copy the actions more.  Again, this 
is up to each teacher and each class.

5 min



5 Draw color 
igloo video

Use the Igloo draw video to help the students 
draw an igloo.  The words on the film are for 
the teacher to speak. Repeat the commands 
two or three times, slowly and clearly and stop 
the video to help the students with the drawing, 
colouring and writing of igloo and their names.  
Please note, it is quite possible the students 
won’t be able to write igloo or their name.  If 
this is the case, help them with this.

5min

6/
7

Phonics 
AEIOU 
Song

Play the video a couple of times.  Have them 
focus on the letters, phonic sound and the 
words (apple, elephant, igloo, octopus, and 
umbrella) in the video and the I words.  During 
or after you play the video, use the I cards to 
set up the game in the next activity.

5 min

7/
6

I Phonics 
Choice 
Game

Use the game and the I cards to play a game 
with this activity.  Use money and TPR/mimes 
to do this activity.  For example, if they choose 
the in word/activity icon have them run outside 
(repeating the word out) and then have them 
go in the classroom (repeating the word in).

5 min

8 I Words 
TPR GAME

(Refer to Instructions for more information)  
Bring chairs to an open space (outside if 
necessary).  Use the previous words and other 
commands to play a TPR game.

5 min

9 Cones Cut/
Paste/Draw/
Color 
activity

Use the drag and drop helper to do the Cones 
PDF activity.  You can decide whether to do a 
cut/paste and color activity, a drawing activity 
or just a colouring activity.  In any event, the 
drag and drop can give guidance for the 
students.

5 min



10 Click 
Discovery 
Game

Use this game to review the AEIOU words and 
this unit’s I words.  The first slide’s pictures 
have audio if you click them.  Also, the bottom 
pictures have audio if you click them.   Have 
the students choose one of the top words (you 
will need to point to each one and say the word 
clearly and most likely will need to repeat until 
the student makes their choice)  Click the card 
and it will reveal part of the picture below.  
Continue until they can guess the word.  Use 
money to reward choices and speaking or any 
way you feel is necessary.

11 Goodbye 
Song

Play the video and follow along with the song 
through singing and copying actions.  Another 
game could be played here.

5 min

12 Xtra Time If there is time left over, choose one of the 
activities or one of your own to finish off the 
class.


